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and lts Practical Realization Using Body Surface Potential Distribution
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Abstracf In this paper, we pmpose a mefhod for the
calulation of an ideal rcferene potential frcm body
surface potential distributions measurtd with any
nferene system, which is based on the immersion of
the body into an infinite homogeneous medium with
the same onductivity as that of tre body. Then, the
outside onductivity is made to appruadr rem. This
method was applied to 60 dinical ames induding normal penons and cases with myocardial infantion,
bundle brandr btocks and WPW syndmme The re
sults indicated that the maximal pot€ntial of Wilson's
terminal was in the range of 4.51 to 0.40 mV, which
amounted to 5.8 o/o of the maximal sulfae voltage on
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In a sense that electric potential is aöitrary to a scalar
of the potential has been claimed as
memingless. Even the potential at infinity is not deter-

constant, rero

with

without electric chrgg the average value of
potential is equalto the potential at infinity ad

a sphere

the surfaoe

can be used as the reGrenoe
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measurements. Although a

human body has complicded configunation and only

lim-

ited number ofelectrodes can be used for measurements, it i s
not impossible to approximate the potential at infinity.
In taking human ECG, thebody is usually grourded,
allowing electriccharge to go inard outof thebody, which
causes variations ofthe body potential with respect to that at
infinity. But a measured potential is not influened by
elatric charges, sine the retrene potential (d Wilson's
terminal ör example) varies in the same way. Henc,
clmrge rccumulation can be ignored without loss of
generality in the discussion of ideal re&rerre potential
estimated from the measurcd surfaoe potential distribution.
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where I.- and f* represert just inside ard outside ofthe
body su6oe I.. 0, is determirred uniquely by these
corditions. We define Vt as
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which satisfies the equdions frr the potential generded by
the source p anddouble layer ), = (oo* - or)0,1, on
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infnite homogeneous conductor with unit conductiv-
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Combining (2) ad (3) ad making
move in O'" toward the point r, on the

sufire element

boundary, we get
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dl,l4n and O" is the solid anglearourd r,
subtended by the whole bourdary f . "P" irdicates the
principal irtegral and p, is the potential for a = I . Note that
where C, =

body O," and Q*t,

in

-o^Y2qo = P

tlnt a infinity is a

phy sical quantity, whic h can clearly be defined. For instance,

0 in the

a = ooorf or explicitlY, satidies

mined to ascalar constart. However,the differerpebetween
the potential of a given electrode and

J

by Q, in order to enprcss the onductivity

the average.

INTRODUCTION

doo,

final stage. For the sake of simplicity, the body was
onsidered as a homogeneous onductor. Inhomogeneous
corductor can be treated similarly with adequate secordary
electromotive örces. The potential distribution, which is
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d, is defined with
stated in
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rcspect

to the potential

d infinity as

Hence, the nreasuredpotential canbe writtenas
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where V,", is the potential at reference electrode used in the
measurement with respect to the potential at infnity. Taking the

limit a -+ 0 in (a) and using (5), we have
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with any reference electrode. Forgiven Qr, Q)is anintegral
equation br Q" with a unique solution br any u > 0.
=

Co
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electrode by use of (5).

Inorderto calculate @, withuseof(6),

f**

mustbe

known all over the body suråce. But measurements were
made only at 128 sites on the thorax. Hence, the following
method of equivalent dipoles was adopted. Cunentdipoles

within the heart rcgion ard their vector mm-

ponents were determirrcd by minimizing the squarcd devia

tion benveen the potential distribution they gerrerate on the

sufte

one. fi is obtairpd as the
by these dipoles in ar infnite homoge-

and the measured

potential generated

constant, which was considered as the potential of Wil
electrode. The rarge ofvariations

so

n's

ofWilson's potential thus

obtained during a cmdiac cycles was 0.2010.12

mV.

Cren-

d

the time ofpeak QRS, which anountod to 0.15 mV in
åsolute value on the average. Fig.l shows the maximal
value of thevoltage ofWilson's electrodeobtained from60
subjects. These values are consistent with previousreports
on the bath immersion of human bodv ard the others.

DISCUSSION
Among the way to obtain rero potential, one of the

potential

distribution Qo by solving the integral equation with
snffrciently small a atdobtain the potential ofthe refe,lerre

body

ductivity were similarto the original orre exceptforascalar

as

In other wods, we qm pproximate an ideal

we,rc assumed

der lowoing the sunounding con-

erally, the potential of Wilson terminal varies in proportion
with the surfacevoltage. It usually takes the maximal value

which enable us to calculate p, ftomthe measuredpotential

Therefore, 0o can be calculated

intervals durirg the whole cadiac cycle. The body suråa
potential distribution

rcalistic ryproaches is to imme,rse the body into a large
ondudor. Wilson ard his assocides have made such an
erperiment ad rcported 4.15 mV as the marimal valug
which is consistent with our results in normal penons.
Howwer, immension of the body into a bah alten the
potential distribution. Tochiki usedthe simple mean ofthe
potentials measured at 83 locdiors on the thorax, but
suitable weighting åctors seem to be necesstry ör electrodes according to the geometry of the conductor.

Results of this study indicates that the difrrene of
Wilson voltagefrom that of the zero potential was small on
the average. Interpretation of clinical electrocardiogram may
be influerrced but little.

neous medium.

In the calculation

of

po as a

limit of

Qo, the smaller

0
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The maximal value of the voltage ofWilson's electrode in all the cases. N: normal persons,
branch block, R: rigtrt bundle brarch block, W: WPW syndrome, A: arferior myocardial infarctiorU I: inferior myocardial irfrrction.
Fig.

L: left burdle
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